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The main obstacle that most beneficiaries face is related to their children's 

education, according to a recent STM-Philippines management report. 

This is the reason that the funds intended for their livelihood projects are often 

diverted to school expenses, the report added. Because of poverty, most of these 

children have little or no chance to go to school. 

STI, invoking its missions and vision, understands that education is the key to 

personal dignity.  It is a sure path to break the cycle of underdevelopment, or to 

convey a sense of self-worth. 

In this regard, STI is broadening access to education through its Balik Eskwela 

Program (Back to School Program), a scholarship program that aims to assist 

existing beneficiaries send their qualified children to vocational schools or state 

colleges. 

STI has already established connection with state colleges, vocational and 

technical training schools in the Bicol region and now is working on expanding the 

educational initiatives to larger sections of the country. 

Since embarking on this new program, STI has already seen how education 

positively impacts the deprived.  The first batch of scholars are already 

undergoing on the job training from their chosen fields. Not only the scholars are 

learning skilled trades, but they are also experiencing the fulfillment of knowing 

that they will soon contribute to society. 

STI needs to pave the road to revive educational paths for these deserving youth. 

It is a little bit ambitious, but it is not impossible to achieve. The support of our 

friends like you, who believe in the hope and possibilities of education, will make 

STI’s dream for these Filipino youth a reality. 
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Counting on the Youth 



Dear Friends, 

I am writing this letter to you with great pride and sincere appreciation. 

Your support through all these years has been priceless to STI and its 

programs that enrich the lives of our beneficiaries. Thank you very much. 

As you will see in this issue, the main focus of STI is EDUCATION. 

Believing in the adage that  “education is the key to development and 

change,” STI is going full blast in championing the youth with better 

education to empower their future. This doesn’t mean however, that we are 

abandoning our previous programs in training parents to strengthen their 

bottom lines. 

We hope that this newsletter will highlight the great achievements that we 

have collectively  accomplished. Your undying support is necessary to 

guarantee that we could carry out our programs and continue improving the 

lives of our beneficiaries and their families. 

The growing involvement of our donors would not materialize without our 

hardworking board members, officers and volunteers who are acting as 

ambassadors of our program and help us put everything together. 

We are looking forward to another fruitful year, as every underprivileged 

family and deserving youth continues to benefit from your commitment and 

generosity. 

MABUHAY! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Honesto Tria 

President 

STM Beneficiaries in Tigaon, Camarines Sur, engaged in palay and 

vegetable farming using organic fertilizer. 

Sari-sari Store on Wheels:  

a livelihood project at STM 

Bombon, Camarines Sur. 



Saringhimig  Soars High

T
he world renowned Saringhimig

Choral Group enthralled their 

Key of C audience last April 15

at The Our Lady of Guadalupe

The more than three hundred attendees

were mesmerized by the group’s repertoire

of classical, religious and Filipino folksongs.

A fixture of international competitions, the

Saringhimig is a group of quality volunteer

singers  who are dedicated to superior choral

performance.  

“You definitely should bring them back,”

was the audience clamor to The Our lady of

Guadalupe Parish Filipino Group ( OLGPFG)

and STI who co-sponsored the said concert.

Parish in Fremont, California.

The performers were also grateful to the organizers for giving them the opportunity to showcase Filipino culture 

and support worthy causes at the same time.

Proceeds of the event will help substantiate STI’s Balik Eskwela Program and numerous activities of OLGPFG. 



KEEP THE BALL ROLLING
Despite the current economic recession, the 6th Annual STI Charity Golf Tournament was

succesfully teed off last June 20, 2009. Thirty-six participants eagerly tried the new venue 

 in Milpitas, California.

STI volunteers pursued former and new players as well as sponsors. “ We were ready to 

meet the challenges posed by the worldwide recession, ” said Marisol Caguiat, the 

tournament director. “As always, the success of the event was a group effort.”

We were proud and honored to be of great help to desrving students back home through

the assistance of our valuable friends:

Bay Area Bumpers Cook Realty Barbara Enriquez and Cecil Gaddi Gulaberto Picache

Marisa Robles and Virgie Buban     Rabin Worldwide      Rommel Rosario     Vega Engineering

Ver Ambroasia    Celso Herrera   Jun Quimson  

Errol Barra     Eric Hope    Oscar Romero

Joe Broadhead    Tony Jakosalem  Hermino Salcines

Jordan Broadhead    Souriyo Liamsithisack  Craig Smith

Julio Canlas     Sam Lindquist   Tom Tolentino

Eliseo Canton     Jon Mercado     Hoang Tran

Marcelo Capistrano    Lito Mendoza    Florian Tria

Winifredo deLeon    Dave Morgan     Ben Tyson

Dirk Eppinga     Bert Pajar Santos   Don Tyson

Mike Gallagher    Sanjay Patel     Bruno Villanueva

Gerry Gatchalian    Ariel Quimson    Edison Villanueva

Celso Herrera     Ed Quimson     Eric Villanueva

      

Adelaida Angeles       Winifredo de Leon       Virgel Alamario      Carmen Hernandez 


